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Alex and Freya smashing out frighteningly fast times for the National Round of the EA
Virtual Road Relay Competition.

Anything but a theme in this week's issue; moreover an eclectic mix of delights.
 
After one of my favourite quotes, "The rule of thirds", the inevitable has finally
materialised. I've written some words about cycling... in fact, worse than that... "indoor
cycling"! Not my idea I promise; rather it was prompted by Pat Cobb, so blame him for
giving me permission to write, albeit briefly, about my "other passion" after running.
Hopefully you find it interesting and useful.
 
Cath then enlightens us with Haiku for runners. Di updates us on T&F. Kim shares a call
for help. And we climax with the Club's brilliant result at the recent England Athletics
Virtual comp - a top 10 finish among 128 Clubs.
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org



Quote of the week: The rule of thirds
By the Editor
Kim shared this with me. I love it. If you're training hard for a specific goal and you
experience many workouts when you just feel rubbish or very average, it can be not only
demotivating but worse still, stop you turning up for the sessions that count. If that
resonates, check out this short video clip of Alexi Pappas (accomplished Olympic runner) -
it'll bring some comfort - it's okay to feel crappy - and bring back that motivation!
 
If you you're not "motivated" to watch the clip, I have written Alexi's words below:
 
My Olympic coach told me after a particularly challenging workout where I could
not hit my splits before going to the Rio Olympics that that was okay, it was the rule
of thirds. And he was an Olympian so I soaked in everything he said. And I was like,
what's the rule of thirds? And he said, when you're chasing a dream or doing
anything hard, you're meant to feel good 1/3rd of the time, okay 1/3rd of the time,
and crappy 1/3rd of the time, and if the ratio is roughly in that range, then you're
doing fine.
 
So today was the crappy day along your dream chasing. And if the ratio is off, like
you feel too good all the time, or too bad, then you gotta look at if you're fatiguing
or not trying hard enough or pushing yourself. So I think with those days where
you're talking about creativity doesn't come or doesn't feel great, you still show up
because maybe that's your crappy day, but it doesn't mean that you quit the goal, it
doesn't mean you feak out. It means that you show up and live through that crappy
day or that dip because you're chasing a dream and you're doing something hard.

Cross Training - on your bike!
Asked by Pat Cobb
Answered by the Editor
 
[Pat] I’ve dug the turbo trainer out of the shed and done a few bike intervals on it recently
as I was wary of increasing my running mileage too much. It has also given me a way to
mix things up, and means that I can get a training session when the kids are in bed even if
my wife is out for a walk or run. I’ve been wondering what the best sort of bike sessions
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are to complement my running? I guess half marathon would be my main focus distance
wise, though without many races on the calendar I just want to be as fit and fast as I can!
 
I’m not a Zwifter, I’ve been tempted but haven’t been able to justify getting a smart trainer
(or find one in stock during lockdown!), and whilst I’d find the competitive, data rich side of
things fascinating (and probably addicitive!) I do enjoy the simplicity of beasting myself on
the turbo – where I can only measure time, heart rate, pain perceived effort and the sweat
dripping onto the floor.
 
If I’m replacing a run session (shock emoji!) from Paul’s plan, which is best
replicated on the bike?
[The Editor] Whilst naturally, I am a huge advocate of cycling as a complement to running,
I am acutely aware that it can never replace running. There is no such thing as a running-
replacement session. The muscle groups are too different. This is especially evident when
returning to running after a period out, perhaps due to injury, even if you've worked hard
on the bike during that period. The initial "bodyshock" is likely not much different to what
you'd experience with no cycling at all. The benefit of cyling when you cannot run lies in
how quickly you're then able to return to full speed. Because cycling can maintain and
even build your CV fitness, after the initial shock, you can focus on reawakening those
running muscles rather than also worrying about your general level of fitness.
 
Therein lies the first way that cycling can complement your running. For clarity, below I list
each one:
1. Maintain, or even build, your CV fitness: Useful for runners who would like to reduce
their running time on feet (perhaps to prevent injury), or if you are injured, to maintain your
general fitness and even your running weight. Structured bike workouts follow many of the
same principles as running workouts, playing with variables such as length of interval and
recovery, effort intensity, and cadence. And they can be equally brutal. I dread some of my
bike workouts as much as I dread Tuesday night track sessions, but I also get the same
buzz from nailing them and reaping the rewards. As a duathlete, my own bike workouts
are designed to make me a stronger cyclist, so the structure is important. But for runners
who are cycling to (more generally) work their CV system, workout structure is far less
important. Rather, you simply need something to get the heart pumping - how hard you
work is up to you. I'll come to ideas on that later.
 
2. Recovery: If you read the previous Plug, you'll recall that a recovery run (even Zone
1/super easy) is not always the best antidote to muscle soreness the day after a quality
run session. If you're feeling particularly delicate, it can just compound that soreness and
lead to injury. However, an easy spin on the bike can serve roughly the same purpose -
getting the blood pumping around the body to feed muscle recovery - but with far less
impact on the body. Just make sure you keep the cadence high, so you're (gently) working
your CV system but not putting unnecessary stress on your muscles.
 
3. Variety: We run because we love it. But do we love it ALL of the time? Variety is an
obvious but perhaps underappreciated benefit of adding cycling into your training routine.
Even the most passionate runners will sometimes struggle for motivation. Throwing in a
few spins every so often can not only give your running muscles a break, but also mentally
stimulate. It's healthy in so many ways to try something different. And the odd day riding
instead can end up reigniting your appetite to run when perhaps it was starting to wane.



 
[Pat] If I’m going on the turbo trainer once a week for up to an hour, what sort of
sessions would get me the most bang for my buck and keep things interesting?
[The Editor] To keep this simple, if you apply the same principles for running to cycling,
you can't go far wrong. Assuming the objective is to build your CV fitness, then quality
sessions that involve intervals at high intensity (perceived exertion 8-10/10) are likely to
deliver the best results - consider the principles behind HIIT. With that in mind, you can
pretty much invent your own workouts. You could even to do a fartlek equivalent, e.g.
rather than go hard for a set time, where in a fartlek you might run hard to a distant tree or
lamppost, instead, cycle hard to the end of a section in your favourite banging house tune!
And just like running, make sure you give yourself enough recovery to go hard enough in
the next interval. I would add just two conditions. Firstly, just like running, make sure you
have a good warm-up and warm-down on the bike (5-15mins for each, depending on how
much time you have available). Remember, you can get bike injuries too, so don't go
blasting a 10/10 30" effort as soon as you've clipped in. Secondly, keep your cadence
fairly high (85-100) - workouts at lower cadence (and high power) will serve to also build
your cycling muscles. Assuming you're not going for a Chris Hoy leg profile, runners best
avoid this!
 
[Pat] I wouldn’t normally do two hard days of running back to back, but could I do a
hard bike session and a hard run back to back, and which way around?
[The Editor] The short answer is yes. And it's one of the reasons why, at an amateur level,
multisport athletes (duathletes and triathletes) are able to hold their own against single-
discipline athletes (runners and cyclists). Very (very!) roughly speaking, you can squeeze
in 1-2 more quality sessions a week - depending on your level of both running and cycling
fitness. As a runner, you can cope with a finite number of quality sessions a week - based
on age, ability, whether you've got a full time/stressful job or can train/recover when you
want, etc. - before you risk fatigue and injury. So, many runners fill their non-quality days
with recovery runs, and what some describe as "junk miles". So Tuesday to Thursday
might go: quality - recovery/junk - quality. Once you're comfortable on the bike, that
Wednesday session could be a quality bike workout, so your Tuesday to Thursday goes:
quality run - quality bike - quality run. The multisport athlete might be running less, but
because they are executing more quality training sessions, they're able to keep up with
their running peers. Of course every type of athlete needs recovery/easy days, and these
might typically be Friday and sometimes Monday. But on the weekend, a multisport athlete
can couple a long run with a long bike - double the fun!
 
Which way around? As a runner, do your hard run before your hard bike. Whilst you can
nail a hard bike the day after a hard run, unless you're a pro or a young gun (who recovers
quickly), there's no question that any session the day after a (really) hard run will be just a
bit compromised. And running is your priority, so bag that first.
 
[Pat] Any tips for making turbo sessions less boring for those of us without Zwift?
[The Editor] That's easy. Check out the GCN Training YouTube channel - it's free and
packed with different workouts that can be executed on any kind of indoor bike set-up.
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Haiku for runners
By Cath Dale
 
What do you do to take your mind off the grind of a long run; maybe when you're alone,
when it's tedious marathon training or a bitter head wind is impeding progress? Form
drills? Count cadence? Write Haiku!
 
Haiku is a Japanese short poem - usually about nature - of 17 syllables. The first line has
5 syllables, the second 7, and the third 5.  There are a few other rules but let's keep it
simple - and they don't have to rhyme. A master in Haiku, Matsuo Basho, wrote this
famous poem:
 
old pond
frog leaps in
water's sound
(Close observers will count the syllables as incorrect in the English translation - that's
because the Japanese version has the 17 syllables.)
 
It certainly takes your mind off the run when you're composing Haiku and counting
syllables! Some efforts during a very chilly long run:
 
Hailstones, snow flurries,
biting easterly make me,
hurry on canal.
 
Sleek throughbreds prance,
wind under tails, nostrils flared,
waiting for release.
 
Give it a go next time you need some distraction or meditation and send them to Simon!



Track & Field
By Di Viles
 
Just an update on track and field happenings. We now have the venues for the YDL
meetings, both upper and lower age groups. The programmes have not yet been decided
but the venues have. The lower age groups are as follows:

24/4/21. Braunton*
15/5/21. Yate
5/6/21. Yate
17/7/21. Bath
4/9/21. Yate

* It is doubtful this will go ahead now following Boris's roadmap and the match at Bath is
one we as a club will be hosting. Upper age group;

2/5/21. Yate
30/5/21. Yate
27/6/21. Newport
25/7/21. Yate
5/9/21. Hereford



The first two matches are being hosted by TeamAvon which means we have to provide a
number of officials. It would be good to see a few more TeamBath officials helping at these
matches, especially as we provide more athletes than any other club. I am still waiting for
more athletes from Year 10 upwards who want to compete for TeamAvon to contact me. I
have sent the names of those who have contacted me to Sandra and Lesley but we could
do with a few more. 

Following Boris's "roadmap", it is not clear when we will be able to resume open meetings.
I understand talks are going on to try to hold County Championship meetings in May. The
club's own popular FieldFest meeting in April will not happen this April although I would
certainly hope to hold some form of open meeting later in the summer. I gather Martin
Rush is going to contact all meeting organisers shortly to advise what can be staged.
Watch this space! 

Talking of the need for officials, there are field judges courses, presumably virtual ones
online, on Wednesday 10th March, Sunday 18th April and Thursday 29th April. There is a
course for staters and Assistants on Saturday 13th March. Nothing yet for timekeepers or
track judges, for which we have an urgent need. 

Hopefully we will all be able to return to training at the Uni before too long. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep training.
 

Help needed
By Kim Barfoot-Brace
 
We’re looking to refresh the Club website and our communications to better reflect the
breadth of our club. We’re looking for support / input on the following:

Photographer - to capture a variety of shots once we’re back up and running.
Film / production - to produce a short film capturing the Club’s purpose.
Existing shots - if you have any great shots of races, training or social runs it

would be much appreciated if you could share.

Please get in touch with kimberley.brace@hotmail.com if you can help with any of the
above. Thank you.
 

EA Virtual Road Relay - National Round
10th - 22nd February
By The Editor
 
26 TBACers registered a time for the National (second) Round of England Athletics'
Virtual Road Relay competition this month. Well done to everyone for subjecting
themselves to the 5 mile torture. Whilst only the 4 fastest gents and 4 fastest ladies count



for the comp, it was great to see so many taking part just for (type 2!) fun. This round,
TBAC's A+ team turned up, knocking over 10mins off our aggregate time in round one.
 
Alex (Parsons) was our fastest chap, clocking an extraordinarily quick time of 24:26. This
placed Alex joint 18th overall and 2nd U20 (only 10" behind 1st U20). Freya was our
fastest lady with an impressive 29:37, placing her 2nd U20. Special shouts should also go
to Cath who was 4th V55 in 34:43; and Guy (Landon) who placed 5th V45 in 27:31.
 
The team's effort produced a time that placed the Club 10th in the country. An outstanding
result among 128 Clubs. Proof that we can compete with the very best. Underneath I
show our team's times, sandwiched by the winners, Wirral AC, and Cheltenham... who
finished... well, I don't know where, but we beat them by over 17mins, so get in!
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Tom and Cath pacing each other to yet more strong performances.
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